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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Most of us will remember Allen and Ellen Coleman. For our
newer members, Allan was a Tunnel Rat, a past-President of
Redcliffe TPI, and one of Nature’s true gentleman. Allan and
Ellen now live in Toowoomba, and unfortunately Allan has been
unwell lately. If you are up that way, ring first and then perhaps
call in to say hello. Allan, when you read this, know that we
wish you well and get better soon mate.
Even though many of us were still packing for their Norfolk Island R&R, we had a
good roll up for the August meeting. It was good to see the safe return of a few of
our group who had been cavorting around the countryside in their caravans, and the
re-emergence of a number of people who have, for various reasons, been absent.
We were especially pleased when Pedro reported that our membership numbers are
165 and steadily increasing.
From all reports, the people who went on R&R to Norfolk Island certainly had a good
time. However, I did notice that while they were away, there was a Facebook famine
emanating from the island – no fancy photos, no mysterious mutters, no garrulous
gossip, nothing. A media blackout no less, and I began to worry about what our
stealthy sightseers were up to.
Never mind, they have all returned safely, and Social Guru Garry has reported as
follows: “Wow, what a great time on Norfolk Island; good friends, great company and
many happy hours.” Anyway, whatever they were up to, they were obviously
corralled by the colony’s constabulary, and then were in the mood for a little dancing.
The Guru reckons it was barn dancing - looks more like jailhouse rock to me!
In the meantime, Garry reports that the Norfolk Island RSL has invited our group
back to the Island for ANZAC Day 2016, so he is looking for expressions of interest more to follow at our general meeting.
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While some people in our group were gallivanting around on R&R
we had a well-attended and upbeat gathering for our BBQ on 8
August. It was especially pleasing to see Peter Erntner back on
deck, and good to have John Smith from Remembrance House for
company. John is one of our Redcliffe TPI group and a Level 3
Advocate. He advised me that his services as an advocate are
available to our members if needed. His contact details will be listed in Commscord.
A number of us fronted for yet another successful sausage sale at
Bunnings on 11 August. We did very well thanks to our hard
working team.
Did you know that team building has a number of recognized stages including: form,
norm, storm and perform. Passage through these stages may vary in time and
space, so I won’t bore you with the details. Suffice to know that I caught the early
shift in the norm stage - trying out some potential roles and responsibilities.

Workers
(actual bosses)

Supervisors
(wannabe bosses)

Now that Ron Carey is on the path to recovery, we
thought we might compensate for any cautious
customers who ignored our scrumptious snags by
asking Ron to be our fund raising Plan B. We
certainly had some wags on our team that day!
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On Vietnam Veterans’ Day (18 August) Ralph Stewart represented us by laying a
wreath at the Redcliffe ceremony. Also, a few of us fronted to a ceremony at
Remembrance House and, among other things, indulged in the delights of a hangi.
It was good to see a few younger vets there as well as us Vietnam fellas.
Most photos from the event will show people who attended the ceremony. This one
shows two very important people, Remembrance House Manager Neil Tau (in the
orange shirt) and an assistant (Paddy’s son I believe) covering the pit in which the
hangi was cooked. And I can tell you it was very mouthwatering - thanks Neil.

Our ladies have planned a couple of relaxing respites. The first is lunch at the
Bracken Ridge Tavern on 27 August. The second is High Tea at the Brisbane
Customs House on 17 September (while the boys are on their golf trip).
Did you know that after colonial settlement
had commenced, the port of Brisbane grew
so quickly that, in 1884, the Queensland
government agreed to replace its existing
Customs House. The original modest brick
structure was replaced with a much
grander edifice (Photo).
Customs House is now one of Brisbane's
heritage icons, located on the river in the
CBD - a grand public space surmounted by
a copper sheathed dome, which took three years to build at a cost of £38,346.
The building is now owned and operated by The University of Queensland as a
cultural, educational and heritage facility, and is regarded as one of Brisbane's
premier function and restaurant venues. The restaurant provides seating inside
beautiful heritage surroundings or outside on the terrace overlooking the river and
the Story Bridge. Enjoy it girls!
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Bill Abboud told to me that he has discovered a location, which
is now on his “bucket list”, and he wondered if we could find
space for it in our newsletter. I did know about this place, but
had not been there, so we did a little research and found that it
is a special place for veterans, with particular significance for
some of our younger members.
The place Bill now has on his “bucket list” is the
Avenue of Honour, dedicated to Afghanistan
Veterans, and located up on the Atherton
Tablelands, near Yungaburra. A story explaining
the significance of this place has been included in
this Commscord.
The Avenue of Honour is indeed worthy of a
place in Commscord, and is also worthy of a visit
if you are up that way. Thank you Bill for bringing
it to our attention.
And to continue our conversation on younger veterans, on 19 August Secretary Mick
and I went to the official unveiling of the Dan Keighran VC Memorabilia Gallery at the
Redcliffe RSL. Daniel is a humble hero, and from my brief observation a good bloke
- it was both a pleasure and an honour to meet him. Here he is with Redcliffe
President Nev Cullen with a part of the memorabilia collection in the background.

We continue to support our partners through the Redcliffe PVA
group. The group has embarked on a project to make a quilt that
will become a Moreton Bay region community asset. Whereas
many quilts have focused on veterans, this quilt will be an
informative work, with a focus on partners and families.
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The PVA project will highlight the transition from service life including resettlement
within local communities, and will provide partners and families of veterans in the
Moreton Bay region with an opportunity to come together, tell their story, and form
strong supportive connections. The project will also try to bridge the generation gap
between veterans’ partners, just like we are doing within Redcliffe TPI. We have
provided a letter of support for the PVA application for a Regional Arts Development
Fund Grant from the Moreton Bay Regional Council. We wish them well, and look
forward to viewing the finished product.
I now want to plug for another worthy cause. Most of us
have met Nick, one of our fine young vets, and his dog
Goose. Well, there is a High Tea fund-raiser being held
to support the companion dog program. The event will
include a Guest Speaker and a “silent auction”, and will
be held Saturday 13 September commencing 1430
(2.30pm for civvies) at Milton State School, Bayswater
Rd, Milton. Entry to the event is $25, and a flyer with
details has already been sent to members by email.
Nick and Goose will be doing a small demonstration and Nick will say a few words. I
would appreciate very much if we were represented at the event to lend our support.
Unfortunately I will be in WA for a reunion on 13 September, but the Committee will
discuss the event and I will provide more information for you at our upcoming
general meeting. RSVP is 30 August, so I would ask those people who intend to go
to please email Secretary Mick before COB Sunday 24 September so we can get an
idea of how many will go – we might be to reserve a table(s) and sit together.
I have previously reported on the proven positive
linkage between good physical health and
mental well being. So, I thought it might be
appropriate at this stage to encourage you to
contact DVA and enquire about joining their free
Heart Health Program.
This is a 52-week program that aims to help you
increase your physical health and well being
through practical exercise, advice on nutrition
and lifestyle management. This DVA program
comprises two supervised group physical activity
sessions per week that are tailored to meet your
group’s specific needs, and also includes 12 health educational seminars.
If you haven’t previously participated in this program I would strongly encourage you
to contact DVA and ask how you can get on a program near you. The Heart Health
Program is open to all veterans and peacekeepers who have not previously
participated in a Heart Health program. It is free, but transport entitlements are not
payable. If you are interested, contact DVA on 1300-246-262 with any questions
and register to participate in the program.
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Last month I advised you that ADSO was advancing the cause of military
pensions, and that TPI Queensland was having discussions with ADSO
with a view to signing an MOU. The Queensland MOU has been signed,
so it is now it is up to Federation to progress this matter.
I also mentioned Last month that Anna Douglas and Prue Brooke provided
the Committee with a good run down on the two courses they attended. However, I
neglected to mention that Nick Brooke also came, so we invited Nick to join the
meeting. Nick is keen to help where he can, and has agreed to be our joint wreath
layer with Ralph Stewart at the Redcliffe Remembrance Day ceremony.
Ralph Sadler, the Family Link Coordinator for RSL (QLD Branch) has
completed the first event in this program, a successful screening of the
new kids’ flick Rio2 at the Chermside Event Cinema - Ralph’s report is in
this Commscord.
It seems like it was a long time ago, but it was only March this
year that I advised you of a successful visit we made to the
Veterans and Veterans Families Counselling Service (VVCS).
I can now inform you that the VVCS has expanded their services
to include current and former ADF members who have border
protection service, served in a disaster zone either in Australia or overseas, served
as a submariner, were involved in a training accident resulting in serious accident, or
were medically discharged. VVCS services also extend to partners and dependent
children up to the age of 26, including those of ADF members killed in servicerelated incidents. If you know of anyone who now qualifies and may need this
support, encourage them to contact VVCS on 1800-011-046.
And now to finish on a lighter note, I want to tell you about a young
boy who is obviously a future serviceman. He enters a barbershop
and the barber whispers to his customer, “This is the dumbest kid in
the world, watch while I prove it to you.” The barber puts a five-dollar
note in one hand and two one-dollar coins in the other. Then he calls
the boy over and asks, “Which do you want son? The boy takes the
two one-dollar coins and leaves the five-dollar note. The barber tells his customer,
“What did I tell you, the kid never learns”.
Later, when the customer leaves, he sees the same young boy coming out of the ice
cream shop and says, “Hey, son! May I ask you a question? Why did you take the
two coins instead of the five-dollar note?” The boy licked his cone and replied,
“Because the day I take the five-dollar note, the game's over”.
Never underestimate a young person’s capacity to know what’s going down. In the
meantime, I hope to see you at our next meeting and also our Jamieson Park BBQ.
And remember, the real art of conversation is not only saying the right thing at the
right moment, but also to leave unsaid the wrong thing at the most tempting moment.
Cheers, Phil
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DATES TO REMEMBER
01 SEPTEMBER 2014

Monthly Meeting

Redcliffe Bridge Club

(old bowls club)

09.00 a.m. for 09.30 a.m. Start.
04 SEPTEMBER 2014

PVA Meeting 10.00 for 10.30 at Redcliffe RSL Meeting Room.

05 SEPTEMBER 2014

BBQ at Jamieson Park Scarborough

16-19 SEPTEMBER 2014

THE TENTERFIELD GOLF TRIP!!!!!

17 SEPTEMBER 2014

Ladies High Tea at Customs House. Beryl for Details.

10.30 for 11.30.

INTRODUCING OUR WELFARE OFFICERS

Carol

Gus

John

Beryl

Paddy

Anna

Our Welfare Officers live in the following areas for your information. Please contact the Officer
closest to your address if help needed or contact the Officer of your choice if you so wish.

ALBANY CREEK

Carol Fraser

07 3264 1797

0427 174 469

Gus Fraser

07 3264 1797

0427 174 469

Paddy Neill

07 5428 7853

Beryl Neill

07 5428 7853

NARANGBA

John Clarkson

07 3385 6176

KURWONGBAH

Anna Douglas

BURPENGARY

0427 570 723
0407 747 621

ADVOCACY OFFICER
John Smith from Caboolture Vietnam Veterans Sub Branch is a Level 3 Advocacy Officer and
has just joined us and has kindly offered his services to our members. He may be contacted
on: 07 3888 7001
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ast shot WW{
lsn't it fascinating that the British claim the first shot fired in WWi was by
a British Soldier at Mons August 1!114 and last shot of World War I was
neatly on {{ Nov {9{8 at the same place,
First shot: Australian, Point l{epean Fort 5th August 1914 - gun crew
Captain M D Williams

CSMsEWheelerrCCarter
CplsRBritnellrJJack

Bdrs W Young, W Carlin, L Hope, J Purdue, J Edwards
Gnrs A Murray, J Gregory, J Ryan, A Brown, W Quirk, J RusseII, F Mealy

Last Gausalities:

British soldier George Edwin Ellison was killed at Mons (where he had also
fought in {914) at O9.3O, just 9O minutes before the ceasefire.
Ganadian soldier James Price was killed at Mons at 1O.58 1,1 Nov.

French soldier Augustin Trebuchon [a runner delivering cease fire message

to his colleagues at the front) killed at

1O.5O.

American soldier Private Henry Gunter was killed at 1O,59 on the
fighting continued.

{lth

The last casualtyr was a German shot after {t:(X) by US troops he was
trying to tell them it was over.

l-ast shot was sometime on the

t3

November

{9{8.

Gommanderc knew the cease fire was agreed to at around 5 AM but some
still launched a mafor push lust before {{:OO.
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485 Gympie Road KEDRON
QLD’S NUMBER ONE SELLING KIA DEALERSHIP
IN 2011

YOUR NEW CAR TPi SALES REPRESENTATIVE

STEVE
(07) 3632 3400

HORNE
or
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0414 637 037

RSL NEW INITIATIVE --- FAMILY LINK

FAMILY LINK
Family Link is a new initiative by the RSL (Queensland branch) that aims to increase the
engagement with Contemporary Veterans and their families through the provision of safe,
free, family-friendly events that educate members about the role and services the league
offers. It is expected that as members learn more about our services they will access these
more then become volunteers themselves and over time move into leadership positions at
Sub Branch and District level.
The first event was a private screening of the new kids’ film ‘Rio2’ at Events Cinemas,
Chermside on Sunday, 27 July 2014. Using traditional and social media, RSL Family Link was
able to fill a cinema with 120 members and their families for an event that included facepainting, balloon twisting and lolly bar for the kids. Everybody received a serve of popcorn
and soft drink before settling down for the film. It was a great morning out for the kids and
the adults seemed to have a good time as well. We would like to thank Events Cinemas and
Kids’ Amazing Parties for helping make the day a huge success.
This is the first of many events that will be delivered across QLD in coming months. RSL
Family Link is developing a program that includes more private screenings, family BBQs,
sports days, days for single parent families to come together and anything else that
members can suggest. If you have an event that you would like to run, contact ralph at
ralph.sadler@rslqld.org. More information about Family Link and coming events will be
published in RSL News, on the website and Facebook.
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PHIL HAY’S TRIVIA CORNER

Trivia Questions (History-2)
1. Who was the first left hander to serve two terms as US President?
2. Who was “that woman” US President Bill Clinton claimed he didn’t have sexual relations with?
3. What are the six official languages of the UN?
4. What is the name of the Red Cross in Muslim countries?
5. Whose tomb did Howard carter discover in 1922?
6. What was suspended in Northern Ireland in 1972?
7. Which island was Napoleon on at the time of his death?
8. Which King allegedly wrote the song Greensleeves?
9. What language was the coronation of Elizabeth I conducted in?
10. What 28 mile long structure was started in 1961 and came down in 1989?
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THE AFGHANISTAN
AVENUE OF HONOUR
The Afghanistan Avenue of Honour is located on the Atherton Tablelands, on
the shores of Lake Tinaroo, about 3km from Yungaburra. It is a living
memorial to the memory of all who served in Afghanistan and to the brave
and selfless Australians who have made the ultimate sacrifice.
The concept for this Avenue of Honour has its beginnings in the early hours of
21 June 2010, when a US Blackhawk helicopter flying low and fast to avoid
enemy detection, crashed, taking the lives of three Australians and a member
of the American flight crew. All others on the aircraft at the time were
seriously injured.
Over a thousand people from all walks of life journeyed to the shores of Lake
Tinaroo to pay their last respects to Private Benjamin Chuck. Some years
later the Tableland Regional Council approved an application for the creation
of an Avenue of Honour on the Tinaburra Peninsula, which is adjacent to Lake
Tinaroo,
The Avenue of Honour follows the path of Ben Chuck’s Gun Carriage, and
symbolises the “final journey home” of the Fallen, and preserves forever the
gratitude and respect the nation bestows on all those to whom we owe a
debt... that can never be repaid.
The Avenue comprises of three main elements. These include:
1. The entrance and pathway to the central Monument;
2.	
  The Memorial and The Honour Board; and
3. The journey home leading from the Memorial.
This is a memorial of world standard and national significance, enticing
families, friends, mates, serving military personnel, and everyday Australians
to come, remember, reflect, and be reminded of the price that has been paid
for the freedoms Australians all enjoy and take for granted.
“The Avenue of Honour symbolises the final journey home of the fallen,
and preserves forever the gratitude and respect the nation bestows on
all those to whom we owe a debt... that can never be repaid”.
Flame trees line the Avenue of Honour. The flame trees on the site are a
native species that are hardy, suited to the area, and
flower from November through to early January (they will
be in full bloom around Remembrance Day). The trees
create a spectacular showing of beautiful flame red
flowers and representing the “cycle of life”. The flame
trees will eventually flower like the one shown here.
(Source: Avenue of Honour website)
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Some pictures from the memorial at the Avenue of Honour.
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Dietitian & Exercise Physiologist
Are you looking for expert advice on how to improve your health and wellbeing?
Ambition Health was founded by Mitch Peterman – an experienced and dedicated Dietitian and
Exercise Physiologist. Mitch is passionate about empowering people to achieve better health through
good nutrition and safe physical activity. Mitch prides himself on providing a tailored plan to each
individual based on their unique situation and circumstances.
Entitled Department of Veteran’s Affairs (DVA) clients may be referred for clinically relevant Dietitian
and/or Exercise Physiology treatment by their GP on a valid D904 referral form.
Locations:
328 Oxley Ave, Margate (next to the Golden Ox)

11/328 Gympie Rd, Strathpine

Call Mitch today on 0413 745 812 or visit www.ambitionhealth.com.au
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Norfolk Visit 5-12 August 2014
Well after lots of planning we arrived on Norfolk to Summery weather which continued for
the week, and of course most of us over packed with wet and cold clothing. Ah well, you
can’t trust the weather forecasts.
Once settled into our rooms a lot of us hit the supermarket to buy tucker for the week, (the
women seemed to think we were staying for a month with what they bought). Boy did they
get a shock with the price of groceries.
Some checked out the “Bond Store” but much to Jan English’s dismay it wasn’t a factory
outlet for Bond’s underwear! Poor John was gobsmacked.
They did however sell very cheap alcohol.
That arvo saw a very happy, Happy Hour with all of us enjoying our company in the function
room which we utilised every day, thanks to the management.
Wednesday saw us doing the Island bus tour and finding out all about the history of the
Island from a very knowledgeable driver Larry. Some of us attended a progressive dinner
that night enjoying a beautiful three course dinner at 3 homes.
Thursday, nine pro golfers tackled the challenging course; apparently they didn’t break any
course records though.
Friday night we decided to have a BBQ seeing as though we couldn’t be at Scarborough and
again the function room was a great venue.
Saturday arvo, twelve intrepid bowlers were going to take on the best of the Island’s
bowlers, but at the last moment they thought it would be fairer if we just played by
ourselves. Let’s say there were some good ends and some shockers but we all had a great
time.
Saturday night was the Convict dinner and what a brilliant time was had by all as you see by
the photos. Sandy accompanied the entertainer on the spoons (he needs a lot more practice
though). Wayne and Anna were spotted warming up for later activities on “Project Heidi”
and alas I was caught mouthing off and sentenced to being a stirrer again.
The main treat of the night was watching the ladies passing a rolling pin, hats and a ball &
chain around the circle to music as in musical chairs. Anna ended up the runner up for the
night. Talk about laugh especially when the pin was being passed from Anne to Shirley.
The reason being they had to pass the rolling pin via their knees and the hats and ball by
their hands in the opposite direction.
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The blokes weren’t subjected to this torture as everyone knows we can only do one thing
at a time.
Some of us were singled out for special treatment for misbehaviour and yelling smart
remarks but fortunately they spared the lash.
Sunday and Monday saw us traversing the Island exploring every nook and cranny with
several brave souls doing a trip around the Island in a Boat (luckily they didn’t have to row).
The RSL welcomed us with open arms and put on a great lunch for us on Sunday and
Tuesday, and they have invited us back for ANZAC Day 2016.
I would like to take this opportunity on behalf of everyone who went to Norfolk Island, to
thank Beryl for all the hard work, time and effort that she put into it so as to make it most
enjoyable for us all, a job well done.
On behalf of the group I would like to thank Karen Buffet, the staff at the Hibiscus Aloha, the
RSL members and the people of Norfolk Island for their hospitality and friendship for making
our trip very enjoyable.

Thanks John Dolton: Photos are on the website and some here too!
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PHIL HAY’S TRIVIA CORNER

Trivia Answers (History-2)
1. Bill Clinton
2. Monica Lewinsky
3. English, Chinese, Russian, French, Spanish and Arabic
4. Red Crescent
5. Tutankhamun
6. Home rule
7. Saint Helena
8. Henry VIII
9. Latin
10. The Berlin Wall

SIMBA THE COMPANION DOG
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